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Transform
your enterprise:
Better. Faster. Stronger.
 



It's never been more critical to get it right.
In today's digital marketplace, how you confront emerging challenges — and prepare for emerging opportunities — will define how you compete.
With a powerful mix of advisory, digital transformation and research capabilities, ISG can help you close the gap between where you are and where you need to be. So you can get it right the first time, and every time.
 



ISG HELPS YOU:
 


    

Determine a future vision.
 


    

     

Source the right partners.
 


    

     

Lead rapid change.
 


    

     

Realize value at scale.
 


    




    
    

    
    

    
    






 


    

Determine a
future vision
 


    

    
    






 






We help you evaluate, establish and prioritize your most critical long-term objectives.
Strategy is one thing. Vision — and what it takes to make it real — is another. We help you build an achievable vision that crystalizes your most important outcomes, and create a tailored transformation roadmap to realize it on the ground,
    efficiently and cost effectively.
Learn More

 












 


    

Source the
right partners.
 


    

    
    




    

We know how to orchestrate solutions that accelerate growth.
We have advised on more than half a trillion dollars of technology, business process and digital sourcing transactions. Our independence and objectivity mean we focus solely on your needs and objectives, and recommend solutions and relationships without conflict or compromise.
Plus, our research is recognized as the authoritative source for decision makers in the global technology and business services industry. 

Learn More

 


    

    



 


    









 


    

Lead rapid
change.
 


    

    
    






 






We guide you through each step hands-on, and stick with it through completion.
To stay relevant and thrive, you need to drive change with speed and purpose. Our pure-digital operating models provide a living blueprint for rapid, positive change across your enterprise, helping you harness the full power of your service provider
        ecosystem to optimize business operations at every level.
Learn More

 












 


    

Realize value 
at scale.
 


    

    
    






 






We give you the data and tools to realize the full potential of your strategic vision.
Not all transformation initiatives deliver. We understand why. Everything we do is informed by our exceptional depth of research, analytics, automation and benchmarking expertise. From holistic cost optimization to managing organizational change,
        our work sets you on the path to achieve the performance and value you expect.
Learn More

 












 
     
 



    

Trusted advisors for your digital future
 


    

    

A unique approach to digital business and operating model transformation.
As the global leader in sourcing advisory, we know how to orchestrate solutions that accelerate growth. We have advised on more than half a trillion dollars of technology, business process and digital sourcing transactions.

Our independence and objectivity mean we can help organizations like yours harness the potential of a rich and varied provider ecosystem and find the right set of cloud and service partners to achieve your goals.
Contact Us
 


    







     
     
 
    

     
     
 
    







     
     
 
    

    

Unparalleled benchmarking capabilities
Build the case for change.
We help organizations capture the data they need on costs, performance, contracts and pricing and then evaluate this data against the market. This helps business leaders identify the most important gaps between where their organization is and where it
    could be — and builds the foundation for a strategic roadmap and a business case for change.
Whether you are looking for incremental, continuous improvement or greater, more rapid transformation, our data and know-how will help you benchmark cost, quality and productivity across all functional areas of business and IT and set the stage for growth.
Learn More
 


    











Practitioner-led Research with Industry Leading Data
 




Our industry-leading research provides a depth of data and insight you can't get anywhere else.
Fueled by our experience as the leading market maker between the world's largest global enterprises and leading technology and services providers, our research is recognized as the authoritative source for decision makers in the global technology and
    business services industry.
Our wide-ranging suite of research publications provide critical data for sourcing, pricing and staying ahead of crucial industry trends.
Learn More
 






        
            
                
                    Research
                    Digital transformation continues to reshape the healthcare ecosystem

                    
                        Digital transformation continues to be a priority among service providers operating in the U.S. They continue to revolutionize healthcare by enhancing efficiency, accessibility and quality of patient care. Integrated electronic health records (EHRs) streamline information sharing among healthcare providers, fostering a more cohesive and patient-centric approach. Telemedicine services use digital technologies to enable remote consultations, improving access to medical expertise and reducing geographical barriers. Data analytics and AI empower healthcare organizations to derive meaningful insights, leading to more informed decision-making, personalized treatments and proactive health management. Overall, the synergy between digital transformation and IT services is reshaping the healthcare landscape, driving innovation and optimizing patient and provider outcomes.
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                    Research
                    Intelligent automation solutions play a crucial role in driving business growth strategically

                    
                        The intelligent automation services market in the U.S. and around the globe is undergoing dynamic changes driven by the integration of advanced technologies, a focus on hyperautomation, the shift towards cloudcentric
solutions, increased emphasis on security and compliance and a growing trend towards customer-centric offerings. IT service providers play a pivotal role in shaping and delivering these trends as they cater to
businesses’ evolving needs in an increasingly automated landscape.
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                    “More for less” is the operating mantra for the telecom, media and entertainment industry

                    
                        Over the last couple of years, North American telecom, media and entertainment enterprises have navigated through inflation, continued competition, regulatory hindrances, layoffs and disruption of business models. With the widespread rollout of 5G and fiber-to-the-x (FTTx), growth in data traffic continues unabated. Enterprises are balancing variety, accessibility and quality of content with freemium models. Technological advancements have however reduced data carriage costs, accommodating users in a regulated industry where spectrum and customer attention are always scarce.
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                    Analytics investments in data and cloud are the cornerstones for deploying and scaling Generative AI

                    
                        The year 2022 left a marked impact on the global and U.S. analytics market with Generative AI (GenAI) and large language models (LLMs) getting unprecedented attention and playing a substantial role in driving growth. In 2023, enterprises and providers were making investments and taking initiatives to convert the GenAI hype into reality by generating the necessary momentum. This momentum, with the backdrop of enterprises increasingly relying on data-driven decision-making, further propelled the growth of the analytics market in the U.S. Ongoing economic uncertainty combined with reduced consumer activity has pushed enterprises to seek new ways of generating revenue, based on strong data-led business decisions.
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                    Risk Management is Essential for AI and Generative Development

                    
                        The recent launch of the AI Alliance, a coalition of more than 50 corporations and research institutions engaged in artificial intelligence (AI) development (including AMD, CERN, Cornell University, Dell Technologies, IBM, Intel, Linux Foundation, Meta, NASA, Oracle, ServiceNow and Sony Group), aims to achieve the following objectives: 
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                    Evaluating the Impact of Generative AI Benefits on GRC Practices

                    
                        Governance, risk management and compliance are essential tactics for a successful organization. Effective GRC practices help organizations achieve business objectives, mitigate risks and ensure compliance with laws and regulations. As a chief information officer or IT leader, it is important to evaluate new technologies and determine their impact on the business, including whether they fit within the scope of current GRC programs and processes.
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                    Tap Into AI To Do More by Doing Less

                    
                        
Doing more by doing less means using artificial intelligence and related technologies to make financial planning and analysis organizations more productive. By eliminating low-value and unproductive work, AI enables FP&A teams to free up considerable time for more useful and consequential forecasting, planning, budgeting, analysis and reporting. AI isn’t some far-off capability.
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                    Generative AI Ushers in a New Age of Content and Model Creation

                    
                        Generative AI is a class of artificial intelligence used to generate new, seemingly real content. Broadly speaking, AI has traditionally been used to identify patterns in data and apply those patterns to categorize and predict behaviors. For instance, it can organize customers into groups (or clusters) with similar characteristics, or predict which customers are most likely to respond to certain offers.
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                    Automation, augmentation and autonomy are consolidating to enhance business productivity

                    
                        Changing market dynamics drive the functional architecture design, including intelligent capabilities and human augmentation, to amplify performance. The performance component has expanded beyond speed and incorporates efficiency, experience and economics, directly impacting all value chain stakeholders. With the introduction of emerging technologies, humanmachine augmentation can seamlessly manage more complex activities than ever before. The independent software vendors (ISVs) market is evolving with the emergence of platforms that connect and integrate solutions, capabilities and products to develop offerings specific to an industry, persona and function. This drives innovation to introduce autonomy and intelligent orchestration that helps automation drive changes to the next level. Once there is a clear vision and path for automation, augmentation and autonomy, businesses aim to extract intelligence and build visualization panes that present actionable information. This enterprise intelligence visualization practice is driven by analytics and data sciences converging with ML on a platform-like offering to drive deep business insights.
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                    The manufacturing industry is undergoing a major shift in the usage of technologies across the value chain

                    
                        The manufacturing industry has undergone a dramatic transformation over the years and more so recently. Rising inflation, regional conflicts, supply chain issues and talent management (attracting and retaining employees) are some pressing issues the industry faces. Thus, companies are looking to embrace digital transformation initiatives in smart manufacturing, supply chain and aftermarket services. A recent ISG study on smart manufacturing reveals that productivity improvements, cost savings and supply chain resilience are the biggest motivators for starting smart manufacturing initiatives. Modern manufacturing firms also need a well-defined aftermarket sales and service strategy to drive CX and operational efficiency by integrating aftermarket offerings into core business processes.
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                    Multicloud strategy and FinOps are foundational elements for migrating to public cloud environments

                    
                        The widespread adoption of cloud technology in the U.S. is fueling innovation and improving CX. It has pushed enterprises to make significant investments in migrating to public cloud infrastructure. In the last four quarters, ISG has observed a steady demand for cloud computing in the region, mainly due to the increasing digitalization of business operations and the growing need for high-performance computing solutions for business-critical workloads. This demand is primarily driven by the rapid expansion and evolution of various technological segments, with application modernization and AI and ML technologies leading the charge. Enterprises in the U.S. are also looking to reengineer their legacy software applications to align them with current business needs and next-generation cloud infrastructure.
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                    Cloud-native implementations help maximize business value and optimize costs

                    
                        In the wake of the pandemic, organizations have found it essential to embrace cloud technologies to be able to continue on their journey toward achieving digital excellence. As organizations must embrace cloud technologies to sustain their growth momentum, creating a resilient and comprehensive strategy for adopting multiple cloud platforms has become a pivotal driver for growth. Amidst this, organizations grapple with security concerns, cost overruns and operational inflexibility due to the unoptimized utilization of cloud resources, resulting in increased system downtimes and rising cloud bills.
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Featured Platform
ISG GovernX
See your organization’s spend, performance and risk on a single pane of glass. It will reinvent the way you manage suppliers and third-party risk. 
Get Started 
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            Digital Business Summit (Dallas)
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            ISG Star of Excellence™ - CX Winners and 2024 Kick-off

            
                February 22, 2024
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                        ISG Imagine Your Future® Podcast – Episode 41: Trends Shaping the Managed Services Market
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Join our team
ISG employs the brightest, most innovative people in the industry to provide world-class solutions to our clients. We foster an atmosphere of diversity, accountability, life balance and earned advancement. If you're ready to make a genuinely positive
    impact for yourself, your company and its clients, you have found the place.
See Job Openings
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